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SUBJECT 3: Body Language II
Match preparation
Body Language starts before the match because we create confidence, calmness and
security in ourselves with correct stances, postures, muscle tensions, deep breathing and
correct thinking patterns.
In the dressing room, before going out to the field of play the energy and mental
preparation is working.

Warming
Warming heats up the body and its functions for a peak performance. But it can also put
your mind to its top level.
In the field of play while warming, referee is indeed acting and selling an image.
A warming up can be a way to show your power and reach your top level. When
warming, from a Body Language perspective any gesture is important. So your
confidence, connect with your training, feel yourself as a top professional and warm as a
confidence athlete.
Think about athletes while warming up and see how they prepare their matches and
tournaments. As more concentration and selfcontrol is showed in the warming the
better the performance is.
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First moments
Before the match players can begin to try to influence decisions and relation with the
referee.
Take a look at the photo from Japan Club World Cup 2008. What is the position of the
Mexican goalkeeper? Look at his arms… and at his feet !

Before the match the referee attitude is crucial. Look at the photo from the Euro 2008
Final. One person between six shows externally a top concentration and presence. Guess
him.
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Signalling
In any signalling it is important to project the gesture further, in the clear distance we are
marking.
Clear gesture or movement means clear direction. Clear gestures who goes along with
the visualization of that line of movement have a direct physical effect. Posture gets
stronger by proper body alignment and mind connected to the movement.

Our ability to control the game is also related to our concentration capacity. Be here and
now, in your moment, has a significant impact in our Body Language. That
concentration and presence is easily felt by players, coaches and spectators minimizing
but not avoiding possible conflicts.
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Cards
When marking cards it can be important to keep the
correct distance between player and referee so you can
avoid further protests, control the rest of the players and
keep visual contact of the field.
Sometimes a stronger message is needed. We can use
the free arm to mark the direction in which we go the
player or the play to move. As long as we keep our free
arm active gesture gets stronger.

Remember time is important in Body Language. A slow
gesture can sometimes calm down the play. A gesture
kept for a long time can be understood as stronger than
a shorter one.
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Fouls
Mass confrontation
In Mass Confrontation situations we should avoid if possible to stay in the middle. Move
yourself if you are in that position. Take the sides, create your space, use your arms,
project your voice and gesture, use the proper words and keep at all times a Body
Language in which it can be seen and felt you don´t lose the control.
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Use of all body parts
We may think in advanced that you only need one arm to mark a foul or a card.
Take a look at the photo but focus your attention to the free arm, to the central axe, eyes
and coordination between all body parts.
When using all body parts the gesture and Body Language is stronger. Remember a
strong Body Language do not mean tense body, angry faces and sword cutting
movements… A strong Body Language is related to awareness, body control and
coordination between in (breathing, mind and sensations) and out (distance, message,
decision)
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In many sports and professions we can increase the intensity of our gestures if the
situation requires.
Keeping the same Body Language at all moments and situations can work many times
but usually it is better to have attitudes, words, voice intensity, speed of gestures, facial
expressions that show we know tension is going too high or we are aware of the new
situation.
We cannot fall into impatience but it is useful to create a self tool of increasing intensity
of gestures in case our normal pace and way do not work.
For people who look tough or even unpolite they may take a look to calm gesture, more
friendly gestures. In many ocassions a good dialogue, even a smile can change a situation
better than fast and strong movements.
Take a look at the difference of intensity of the next two photos
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Eyes
Looking at a person eyes without violence, even if the person do not look at you is a sign
of respect.
Keeping eye contact, specially when speaking or marking creates respect between
players and referee.
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Sometimes avoid eye contact can be useful too. When a demand is childish, when the
coming person is cheating, when something is out of space and time we can ignore that
attitude and keep our attention focused. That reaction weakens the cheating person by
knowing we do not believe him, therefore he can not influence us. In many ocassions
you can prove next time the Body Language of the person has changed.
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Distance
Distance is one the main keys for positioning. Proper positioning helps in technical
decisions including the disciplinary ones. Take your distance, wait and see also applies to
Body Language.
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Central line
As we have explained previously control the central line
allows yourself to get better position when dealing with
Body Language between people.
Also take in consideration that position one open palm
near the belly and central line of a person has in most cases
a shocking effect and the person usually stops his
movements. We subconsciously cannot protect the groin,
legs, feet and back as well as chest or even head so hand
down, meaning calming down energy, projected to the
belly and central line might have a measurable and direct
effect.

Opening the central line shows acceptance and
submission to the decision. It can be a faked gesture
trying to prove innocence.

Sometimes opening the central line by extending arms in aggressive attitude means
trying to control our space and surroundings as animals arch their backs or spread their
wings before fighting.
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Back
It is not easy to protect the
back in mass confrontation
situations but as we all know
what happens behind us is
impossible to see and control.
Having visual contact relates
to body control. A person who
manages people using Body
Language always knows how
to put himself in positions
where back is at all times
protected. If possible protect
the back so you can move
more freely and have better control of players and game.
Expect the unexpected:
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Use your body properly. Keep your awareness. Think about your distance, central line,
positioning, way of expression with your body, facial gestures, projection of your
gestures, clear direction… and expect the unexpected because everything can happen
and it can happen NOW.
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7. EXERCISES OF SELF-EVALUATION AND ANSWERS OF SOLUTIONS
Take a look at subject 3 A and B and be aware of your Body Language in refereeing.
Whenever you do not feel good at a match watch also your movements and sensations.
Feel free to contact me at any time for questions and suggestions.
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